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The Pilot
Alternatives to traditional lecture-based instructions
• Flipped classrooms: Emphasis on peer collaboration and self-study of teaching material
• E.g., Primetime learning model (Koskinen et al. 2018): a student works in a peer group that
remains fixed throughout the course, the teacher meets periodically for evaluation, discussion,
feedback

Many challenges in implementing a flipped classroom!
• Group formation
• Accessibility
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The Pilot
Many challenges in implementing a flipped classroom!
• Group formation:
Assume term projects with multidisciplinary requirements
How can students be assigned to groups in a way that matches their skills and the project
requirements?
When there are different course projects, how can students be assigned in a fair and balanced way
between the teams, while also ensuring diversity within teams?
• Recommenders for the formation of student groups
• Accessibility
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Team formation: Step 1
Students

Projects

python, statistics

javascript

python

python, big data,
statistics

Genetic algorithms

UX expert, designer

java, AI, genetic
algorithms

C#, UX expert
big data, java

java, AI, recommender
systems

javascript, user
interfaces,
robotics
robotics, engineering
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Team formation
Students

Projects

python, big data,
statistics

java, AI, genetic
algorithms

javascript, user
interfaces,
robotics
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Local, global and hybrid optimisation
Students

• Local: Some projects can be more
relevant/important than others – they
should take the best possible students
• Global: Projects should be treated
fairly and best students should be
distributed between them
• Hybrid: Some projects are more
important and the rest should be
treated equally

Projects

python, big data,
statistics

java, AI, genetic
algorithms

javascript, user
interfaces,
robotics
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Model
Skills: students characteristics or project requirements
• Textual tags that are related to each other in a graph
Each project is described by a set of skills that the team
members of the project must have
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Model
How to determine if a student has a skill needed for a project?
How well a student fits in a project?

Similarity
functions

How well a team of students matches with the required skills of a project?
How to find the best team of students for a project? (local optimisation)
• Focus on maximising the “similarity” between a team and a project
Given multiple projects, how to find good and fair teams for them? (global optimisation)
• Focus on minimising the “differences” on “similarities” between teams and projects
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Methods
Trivial:
Create all possible team formations based on available students, calculate their scores and
choose the best
Computationally expensive! Calculation of all possible team combinations
Heuristics for minimising the computations
Algorithm for global optimisation (fair teams)

Running project on multidisciplinary teams
formation for working on different projects
with requirements for members’ skills
Special attention on fairness
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Back to Step 0
Check about the user needs
• Students
• Teachers
Talk with the flipped classroom
Interviews with the actual actors
Hear their needs, consider what might work or not : Who creates the group? Which are the objectives
of a group?
Late November: Meeting with the flipped classroom (teachers and students) that runs the course of
Simo Ali-Loytty
Beginning of December: Meeting with the Language Team / Heidi Jauni Team
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Possible collaboration: “Big Match”
• Applications of Big Social Data in profiling and matching professionals
and organisations
Thomas Olsson (PI)
Can this collaboration help on retrieving the input data / students skills?
Alternatives: students skills based on passed courses

https://research.uta.fi/technology-social-interaction/project-1/
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The Pilot
Alternatives to traditional lecture-based instructions
• Flipped classrooms: Emphasis on peer collaboration and self-study of teaching material
• Tampere University is investing 400 k€ for flipped classroom development in 2019-2020
Many challenges in implementing a flipped classroom!
• Group formation
• Accessibility: Physical meetings are important for good social interaction within groups. How can
participation in face-to-face group meetings be made possible for students with mobility disabilities,
illness, or other factors that prevent physical presence?
• Telepresence robots for enhancing accessibility
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The Telepresence Robot
A remote controlled wheeled device with video conferencing features:
Video camera, screen, speakers, a microphone
Available in the team!
Two telepresence robots, which carry an iPad on a telescopic rod
connected to a Segway-like wheel base
Uses in hybrid learning environments:
• Students who cannot participate in classroom teaching because of
illness or physical handicap
• Classrooms in which teacher is at a different physical location, e.g.,
native speaker teacher in foreign language lessons
Crucial to select appropriate technology and use it in appropriate
manner, to increase the feeling of social presence and reduce the
participants’ cognitive load
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The Telepresence Robot
The user of the robot can drive it from a browser
• Use the keyboard arrow keys to control the movements of the robot
and navigate the space in which the robot is located
In contrast to traditional video conferencing, e.g., Skype-like
applications, the robot driver can orient him/herself with respect to
objects and other participants
• No peripheral vision -> visibility of objects is “on/off”
• Representation of 3D environment as 2D can cause navigation
problems
Study the limitations and challenges for the distant participant & solve
them!
• Challenges in activity transitions in the classroom
• Challenges in interactional environments
• How telepresence technology configures educational
environments and the competences relevant in such environments
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Our Goal
Work in progress
Use case in a language classroom: Attention on learning materials in classroom
• How the robot user participates and how his/her participation is managed by other
students, during activity transfers in the classroom?
• E.g., when the class moves from whole-class interaction to pair work
• How the robot user achieves orientation with other classroom members?
• Human-human interaction routinely done via gaze shifts or bodily reorientations
• Classroom members make a distinction between the robot and its user in their
orientations to robot movements?

• Use conversation analysis, an inductive and microanalytic qualitative method that has its roots in
sociology, to study the social organisation of talk-in-interaction
• It involves video recordings and detailed transcriptions of naturally occurring interactions
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Question to be tackled
• (Q1, positive results) Identify and promote data technologies that improve accessibility, fairness, and
diversity
• (Q6, key actors) Study and compare different technology solutions from the viewpoints of two key
actors in the university flipped classroom: the student and the teacher
• E.g., when evaluating recommender systems, we need to distinguish between ones used by a
teacher to assign students to groups, and ones used by a student seeking to join a group
• (Q7, alternative technologies) Elucidate the pros and cons of telepresence robots compared to Skypelike teleconference systems, in different flipped classroom contexts
• (Q8, data issues) Identify possible privacy and security problems, e.g. the personal data used by
recommender systems, and the telepresence robot’s video and audio data streams going to
commercial servers
• Finding solutions to these problems would be the subject of a followup study
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Thank You
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